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USPA NEWS - it´s Time to Call on Pakistan´s Greatest Guardians to Civil Corridors of Power  
  
Shazada Hayat President UICF (UK) and international community welfare activist is lobbying and campaigning to urge Pakistan to call
upon the nation´s greatest guardians to the civilian corridors of power.
He states, This is now crucial for the national and international security of Pakistan for stabilization in South Asia and the world. It is
now more imperative than ever to call upon the nation´s greatest defenders and guardians to enter Pakistan Parliament upon their
retirement in order to take Pakistan civil administration to the paramount heights, just as they have taken the Pakistan armed forces to
amongst the top ten in the world.

Pakistan civil administration desperately needs the former Pakistan armed forces chief to make Pakistan governing body to be
amongst the best in the world. The former Pakistan Army Chief of Staff General Raheel Sharif was seen as the best Commander in
Chief in the world and after completing his role as COAS was later appointed as head of the 39-nation anti-terrorism alliance (Muslim
NATO). The former DG ISI Shuja Pasha was admired and recognized by the world as the greatest spymaster who put the fear of God
in the heart of the enemies of Pakistan and was named by the world famous Times Magazine as, “The most powerful and influential
person in the world“�. The recently retired Air Chief Marshall Sohail Aman and the first Sealord The Chief of the Naval Staff of
Pakistan Admiral ® Zafar Mahmood Abbasi has taken the combined air and sea force to a different and amazing level of lethal combat
machine.

A strong and stable Pakistan is not just imperative for the Pakistan nation, but the world´s safety and stability depends on it because of
Pakistan´s strategic geographic position is of huge significance and importance for world peace. The Pakistani nation with pride and
the world admires and recognizes the fact that Pakistan´s armed forces are the nation´s most formidable and patriotic defenders of
their motherland. Pakistan armed forces´ greatest and most effective weapon is the world´s feared and formidable Inter-Service
Intelligence (The ISI), who have made Pakistan armed force a force to be reckoned with come what may, said Shazada Hayat.

Whilst it is an acceptable fact that there have been some great and outstanding Pakistan politicians, but these have been few and far
between. The sacred Pakistan´s National Assembly has been polluted with many scrupulous or corrupt and dirty (Napaks) MNA´s and
Senators. The great Pakistani nation has suffered at the hands of these politicians who have committed treachery, betrayal, rape and
robbed the nation beyond comprehension. Article 6 of the Pakistan constitution is not powerful enough to punish some of these
parliamentarian parasites. These are the reasons why Pakistan desperately needs the great defenders and the terminators to rid the
nation from these Guddars (traitors) and the enemies of Pakistan within.  

It is time for the nation to call upon the former military commanders the likes of the former Army Chief of Staff General Raheel Sharif
and the formidable General Shuja Pasha to stamp out the parasite Guddar politicians, regardless of which ever political parties they
may belong to. Pakistan Parliament needs a complete spring clean. This sacred house of the nation has suffered so much at the hands
of the blood sucking leeches who are not there to serve the nation but rob the nation indiscriminately and at will. They are the real
enemies of Pakistan.

The medals of the nation´s honour the Nishan-E-Haider, the Tagma-E-Jurat and the title of Shaheed are only made and reserved for
the members of Pakistan´s armed forces and not for any Pakistani politicians. This clearly speaks volumes in no uncertain terms as to
who the nation´s greatest defenders are and who are prepared to lay down their lives in the hour of need for their beloved motherland
Pakistan. No politician in the history of Pakistan can claim to be fit to even tie the shoelaces of Shaheed Major Aziz Bhatti and or Air
Squadron Leader MM Allam, said Shazada Hayat.  

Many of the presidents of the United States come from a military background and so have the secretaries of states, including the
current US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo. Almost all the Israeli prime ministers in the history of Israel have been from military



backgrounds. Also, upon the retirement of Britain´s military chiefs they are made Parliamentarians in the House of Lords in UK
Parliament.

Britain, the United States and Israel have the world´s most effective and powerful governments, the reason for this is obvious, these
countries acknowledge the fact that their armed forces chiefs are simply the best and have the best interest of their nation. In view of
the ever and fast changing world the Pakistani nation must rise to crush the real enemies of Pakistan, the traitors and corrupt
politicians serving in the National Assembly. In the hour of need it is time for Pakistan to call upon its greatest guardians who have
already served the nation with distinction in the armed forces, to now enter the civilian corridors of power to take Pakistan civil
administration to the paramount heights, just as they have done with Pakistan armed forces.
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